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Pierre Bourdieu

Issues of Embodiment and Authenticity

Herman Roodenburg, Meertens Instihrte

ABSTRACT This paper, using some leceDt insights from performance studies and othe¡ writings

on embodiment, takes a second look at Bourdieu's fieldwork in Algerian Kabylia lt is argued that

¿¡s a consequence of Bot¡rdieu's taking Kabyle society as a shategic research site, he dePicted its

ritual ûaditions as something 'aùthentic', as basically primordial and unmediated. Much of the

concepts' lack of historicity may be explained by this search for authenticity, but the insights of

scholaß who, building on Bourdieu, have enhanced ou¡ unde¡standing of embodimett may well

rcmedy these sho¡tcomíngs.

Introduction

To look at issues of authenticity in discussing Pierre Bourdieu's well-known notions of

habitus and hexis may come as a surprise. Over the last decades a mass of romanticist

writings has celebrated the body as offering a counterweight to the 'cold', mentalist

perspectives dominating modem thought. As the authols tell us, there is something

fundamentally amiss in the Westem world view' and Ca¡tesian dualism is to blame

for this. Indeed, to these critics the 'primitive' cultues of medieval society or of
contempora¡y societies far outside of Europe have become a focus of authenticity:

in these cultures body and mind, emotion and reason, wefe or are still one (cf'

Porter Lgg0i47 -4gi Reiss 1996:587-589). Obviously, Bourdieu never cherished such

romanticist ideas on the body. His was a subtle, psychosomatic view. To him (and,

of course, to Blaise Pascal) the body was a pense-bête, a thinking animal (Bourdieu

1990:11). Breaking ïvith the mind-body dualism so often associated with the Cârtesian

project, he explained how the generative schemes and dispositions constituting the

habitus are always the product of a long process of inculcation. Like for instance

Norbert Elias he saw the body as inscribed with culture.

However (and rather surprisingly) even Bourdieu's work had its romanticist leanings,

especially in his porÍaying of mid twentieth-century Algerian Kabylia. Perhaps one
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may say that in his Kabylian fi:tlr"f h more or less proceeded like an old_stylefolklorist, looking for an authenticity, for time_honoured ritual truaLoos, tnat p.oOaUtynever \¡'ere (cf. Bendix 1997).
Fo¡ much ofhis career Bourdieu has been at the height of academic authority not onlyrn sociology bur also in hisrory culrural strdi"r, -"d; fdk;;;;es and a number ofrelated fields. But among anthropologist, t i. *ort, 

"rp""i.rìrl, 
ni.ìäo_o.t urnong ,t 

"Kabyles, has receiveo a stightty oineren. ,.".p,ion _',ioìgil;ig;;;raiseo it aso ra'tsas controversial. Indeed, in his exclusive focus on the past, on iabyle,s ritual naditions,he does resemble an otd_rime folkrorist, firs, **"#;;;;;;Tuaitioo, t o- ,'t uthis info¡ma¡ts could remember and then isolating these his"tJ"i i"on.*"rion, f.o-the present, from aI that contemporary Kabyria stood for He even berieved he foundsomething primordial and unmediateá. es io ¿o¡rts now ."*rå, *"0 a one_sidedfocus on the past, neglecring a ûadition,s 1or any cuttural ;il;Ð embeddednessin the.presenr, wilt eventually exctude a'history. S* r;p.;ö,."m his srudieson Kabylia rhar Bourdieu deveþed his well_knáwn conc"j 
"i f,"úrrr,. Thar norionand to a lesser degree the kind¡ed,notion of. ,fr"xrr, ,r""" í"* ötaÌ to his thoughta''d they have inspired countless schora¡s both in rhe soci¿ anltte iisto¡icar sciences.

IT*eles: in deeicting rhe Kabyle tradi ion" u, ,o-"iorv ,"ffid äom the he¡e andnow, Bourdieu may have lent his two concepts a primary value, that sits uneasily withhis subtle and imovating analyses of th€ pro""r.", or 
"iúooi_Jni,î¡ all ,t 

" 
io"ul"u,ineor rather incorporating practices that define our being i, ,fr" *"ri¿'e, I will a¡gue, itrs partly because of Bourdieu,s quest for authenticity;hat the twoìotions s"em to tuckhistoricity, that historians and social scientists alike identify both notions not so muchwith social change as rvith social inefia, with reproduction and continuity.

Beyond the tinguistic tum

I seeÏìs tÌ]e right moment for taking up this issue of authenticiry, for in the years to comeBourdieu's ideas on habitus and hexis may be rooked at afresrr ilthe socrar and historicarscrences. In the past 20 years many- discþlines, from philosopiry _ã-tt".u.y 
".iti"i.-to history_, culturat anrhropology and cultural ,rdt*, h;;;;:;;;new concem torthe body but due to the so-calred cùltural or linguisticturn in the i-rinlrin". rno"¡ ortni.interest has been dominated by mentalist, strÀngly languug"_U;;lr.r-puons. As acritical observer complained, ,There 

is so much written aboi ,t 
" 

Uo¿y, to, u uU fo"or",on such a recent period. And in so much of it, th" body di.rolr;;;to hnguage. ïhebody that eats, that works, that dies, that is afrrid _ th"r;;;j;;;ir;;"r" (quored inB),num 1999:24t).
More recently, a number of studies have adopted a different approach. They focus onthe kinds of knowledge that are situated in ,rr" UoOy uoa ot 

"n 
J.joi concepts suchas Ma¡cel Mauss' rechniques of the boo¡ no*oieu't nìñàäil'* and hexis, or
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Paul Connerton's idea of a bodily or habitual memory (Mauss 1979; Connelton lgt{9;
cf. Stoller 1995; Strathern 1996; Entwistle 2000; Taylor 2003; Roodenburg 20011; lcc
also Fabian 2001:30-31). It is basically a shift of emphasis. The authors recognizc tlto
relevance of language-based perspectives, but point out that these merely provido trs

with a partial view on the body, while omitting other, no less important ones. In otllor,
words, in the humanities the body is often interpreted as a 'text' or a 'sign', as thc
passive bearer of a range of gende¡ social and political meanings, but the body rnay
also be construed as an agent, ar active keeper of the past. As Connefton ïvrites, in both
perspectives the body is perceived as socially constituted. However, in the fust the body
is generally studied in terms of its symbolism, of the attitudes towards it, or of discourses
about it (one thinks of Mary Douglas, Norbert Elias and Michel Foucault, respectively).
In tìe second, Connerton continues, the body is seen as socially constituted in the sense

of it being culturally shaped in its performances, in its actual practices and behaviour.
Instead of texts and signs it is the perforrnhg and understanding bod¡ the body 'that
works, eats and is aftaid', that is put to the fore (Connerton 1989:104).

In this essay I will fust have a look at the vadous notions proposed by Mauss, Bourdieu
and Connerton. Next I will discuss Diana Taylor's distinction between what she calls the
'a¡chive' and the 'repertoire', in pafticular her reminder not to describe these different
systems of cultural hansmission in terms of 'false' versus 'true', 'mediated' versus
'unmediated' or even 'modem' versus 'primordial'. As we will see, this is by and large
where Bourdieu in his Algerian fieldwork slipped up. Wlat he was looking for in Kabylia
were the suwivals of ritual traditions that in his opinion epitomised the archetype of
'doxic experience', of an essentially pre-reflexive and pre-discursive relationship to the
wo¡ld.Indeed, writing on his own country, on modern France, he appealed to this alleged
state of originary doxa in order to explain how male domination was even incorporated
into the very bodily dispositions of male and female subjects. But can we really maintain
that the Kabyle traditions were as authentic - that is, as unmediated and primordial -
as that? And what can we learn from the newer insights of Conne¡ton and Tavlor?

Mauss ând Bourdieu

Thanks to Bourdieu habitus has become a standard notion in the social ãnd historical
sciences, but rernarkably enough it is its bodily dimensions, those identified âs hexis by
Bourdieu, that many of his interpteters - not recognizing his indebtedness to Edmund
Husserl and especially to Maurice Merleau-Ponty - have tended to neglect. Of course,
Bourdieu was not the first to reflect on habitus and hexis. Habitus is the Latin. and
hexis the Greek te¡m for habit. The former acquired philosophical standing through
Thomas Aquinas, and the latter though Aristotle. It was Aquinas, for irstance, who
inspired the art historian Erwin Panofsky to include the habihrs concept in his God?ic
Arch¡tecture qnd Scholasticism. As for Bourdieu, it seems that he took both the hexis
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and the habih¡s concept from Mauss' well-known essay on the techniques of the body,
published in 1935. The two terms helped him explain the awkward bearing and manners
of the peasants in the Béarn (Bourdieu's native region), and their slight chances at the
local mariage market (Bourdieu 1962a; Bourdieu 1962b).

Mauss defined his techniques of the body as 'the ways in which flom society to
society men [sic] know how to use their bodies (Mauss 1979:97). Discussing a wide
variety of such techniques - from walking, talking and rundng to dancing, swiÍìJning,
riding a bicycle or even sexual intercourse - he showed how our bodies are shaped by
or, rathe¡ are socialized into culture. The techniques are all socially informed and they
are gendered: the ways in which men and women come to use thei¡ bodies differ as well,
As Mauss elaborates: 'Hence Ihavehad this notion ofthe so cizlr\al¡xe offhe hab¡tus for
many years. Please note that I use the Latin word - it should be understood in France -
hobitus.TJ¡.e vtord translates infinitely bettel t¡rzî habitude (habit or custom) the ,exis,

[sic], the acquired 'abiÏty' and 'faculty' of Aristotle (who was a psychologist), (Mauss
1979:101). To Mauss, then, hexis and habitus were largely synonymous; to Bourdieu,
as we saw, they were not, though the difference is a subtle one.

While Mauss merely referred to Aristotle's 'acquired ability,, Bourdieu made this
aspect one of the comerstones of his approach. As we knoq Bourdieu took most of his
ideas from the phenomenology of Merleau-Ponty and from the structural anthropology of
Claude Lévi-Shauss. Botb influences informed his 'theory ofpractice'. What Bourdieu
derived from the latter was the mentalist idea of a social and cultural world structured
by a set of taxonomies, of binary oppositions and homologies; what he learned from the
former was the understanding that such taxonomies a¡e always incorporated into bodily
dispositions - they are always 'practical' taxonomies (cf. Lane 2000:102).

Hence, instead of the abstract rules that Lévi-Strauss used to discuss, assumrng
that they simply dictated practice, Bourdieu preferred to speak of .dispositions' or
'schemata', invoked and developed through practice and allowing a considerable range
of strategy, improvisation and variability. Habitus, as Bourdieu saw it, is ,a system of
lasting, transposable dispositions which, integratirg past experiences, functions at every
moment as a matrix of perceptions, appreciations and actions' (Bourdieu 1990:70).
Stressing its generative and largely prereflexive nature, he also described it as a .practical

sense' or a 'feel for the game'. As he noted, the habitus enables agents ,to generate an
infinity of practices adapted to endlessly changing situations.' In short, it is not a matter
ofconscious obedience to rules, as Lévi-Sfiauss saw it; it is first and foremost a matter of
'regulated improvisation' , of largely 'doúc' or prereflexive practices that a¡e nonetheless
struchrred by the habitus. Crucial to this is the role of early socialization. The generative
schemes and dispositions constituting the habitus are the product of a long process
of inculcation, thus becoming 'second nature' to their possessors (Bourdieu 1977:16,
78-87).

It is at this point that Bourdieu brings in the bodily automatisms, the durable
dispositions of 'standing, speaking, walking, and thereby of feeling and thinking,,
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which he speciûca11y defined as hexis. Our bodily automatisms may seem scl[ièvi(lcnt,

just part of the 'order of things', but it is precisely thefu 'naturalness', tbeir pruscntirr¡l

themselves as a 'second natue', that makes the automatisms ân ideal instrumcnt lbl

the incorporation of social imperatives. As he wdtes: 'Every group entrusts to bodily

automatisms those principles most basic to it and most indispensable to its conservation'

(Bourdieu Ig77:94-95,218n.44). There is an 'implicit pedagogy' here, our 'arms and

legs are full of numb irnperatives.' Indeed, it is through injunctions as trivial as 'stand

up straight' ot 'don't hold your knife in your left hand', that the existing social order,

with all its social and gender hierarchies, comes to be 'naturalized' in our bearings and

deporÍnent: it is all a matter of 'history tumed illto nature' (Bourdieu 1977:93-94)'

Contrerton ând Thylor

In my research into the eloquence of the body in the Dutch Republic Bourdieu's ideas

proved extremely helpful. They made me rcalize ¡J;'at the early modem elites must

have known about habitus, about the doxic, prereflexive dimensions of learning As the

contemporary manuals of civility (those analysed by Elias) pointed out, no one would

ever grasp the codes of physical glace, of knowing how to sit, stand and move aÍd fhus

to demonstrate one's 'i¡bred' superiority, simply by reading a couPle of such manuaÌs'

These wele basicalJ.y a prompt to performance, nothing more than a fIlemonic aid'

Social and physical grace wele not so much part of written culture as of an exclusive

embodied culture, a world of family tradition and parental irjunctions, and of private

tutors providing the children of these elites with dancing, fencing and riding lessons,

all aimed at incorporating the coÍect bodily automatisms, esPecially the inculcation of

an upright, elegant bearing as if it were something 'inbred' or 'natulaf instead of the

product of a long work of socialisation (Roodenburg 2004)'

Another source of inspiration was the British sociologist Paul Connerton, in paÍicular

his rather neglected study ¡IoÌt Sociertes Retnember published ir 1989' Connerton

clearly profrted ftom B ourdieu's writiags, sharing his phenomenological stance in which

both the pre-reflexive and the acquted, socialized nature of our bodily automatisms

are brought to the fo[e. Connerlon, however, approaches the issues ftom a somewhat

different angle, focu sing on 'bodily memory' , which he construes as a wrongly neglected

aspect of Halbwachs' social or collective memory.

Wrat bodily or habit memory refers to, so Connerton, are the ways in which our

bodies remember a ceÍain performance, fo¡ instance when we remenrber how to ride a

bicycle or how to tead.Itis aparticularkind ofmemory: 'often it is onlyby the fact ofthe

performance that we afe able to recognise and demonstfate to others that we do in fâct

remember' (Connert on1989:22-23).1¡contains Bourdieu's bodily automatisms, though

Connerton is at pains to avoid the terms habitus and hexis' Besides a bodily rnemory he

also disti.nguishes a 'personal memory' (in which we remember our life historiss) flrìd
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a 'cognitive memory' (in which we remember all sorts of cultural knowledge, ftom the
meaning of words to stories, mathematical equations, and so on): this is ,how societies
remember' In practice, the three classes of memory often merge. For example, most
bodily automatisms, in reminding the group of its most basic values and categories,
contain an element of cognitive memory (Connerton 1989:21-25, 88).

To eÌucidate the paficular nahue of habit memory of how the past is sedimented in
our bodies, Connerton makes a further distinction betq?een ,inscribing practices' and
'incorporating practices'. While the first type of action refers to practices by which
fufo¡mation is retained ir such technical devices as print, photographs, sound tapes
and computets, the second type of action points to practices that specifically use the
body, ot rather its gestures and postures, as a device for remembering. The distinction
is mainly a heuristic one. Most, if not all, inscribing practices involve an element of
incorporation, j u st as an incolporating practice may contain a component of inscription.
Connerton cites a passage from Jean-Baptiste de 1a Salle (1651-IjI9), in which the
French disciplinarian spells out the coÍect posture (holding the body erect, uot pressing
the stomach against the table, etc.) of pupils lea¡ning to wdte. In this case the training in
handwriting is subsumed under La Salle's wider interest in the training of a docile body,
making it primarily an incorporating and not an inscribing practice (Connerton 1989:72-
78). Connerton's text abounds with instances taken from history but so far historians,
more interested in Halbwachs' ideas, have been slow to adopt his suggestions.

In distinguishing between inscribing and incorporating practices and approaching the
issue from anotler angle, that of a bodily memory Connerton has added considerably
to our understanding of the body and its processes of embodiment. So has Diana
Taylor, known for her work in performance studies and obviously hspired by Bourdieu
and Connerton alike. Indeed, her distirction between what she calls the .archive' and
the 'repefioire' immediately reminds us of Connerton, including her similar focus on
memory. Archival memory according to Taylot exists as documents, maps. literary texts,
letters, archaeological remains, bones, videos, films or compact discs. Conversely, the
repertoire exists as embodied memory, as performances, gestures, orality, movements,
dancing and singhg. Interestingly, Taylor cautions not to romanticize or essentialize
the latter mode of hansmission, which brirgs us back to the issue of authenticity. Her
qualifications may help us to recognize the strand of romanticism in Bourdieu,s analysis
of Kabyle's ritual traditions, how it affected his thinking on habitus, especially in his
well-known book on mascuüne domination, and how the essentialisilg consequences
of his 'quest for authenticity' may be avoided.

As Taylor points out, the atchivehepertoire divide exceeds that of written versus
spoken language, for the a¡chive encompasses more than written texts, just as the
repertoire contains both verbal and nonverbal performances. What makes them different
are the means of hansmitting knowledge: the a¡chive through supposedly enduring
materials; the repertoire through the embodied action of the people actually involved,
and of course the requirements of storage and dissemination. Furthermore, as Taylor
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continues, the relationship between the two modes of fansmission is nÙt Nc(ltlr¡llliiìlr

The repertoùe does not disappear as the archive gains ascendâncy; on the oontlrlly' thçy

usualt work in tandem. Nor, as already indicated, should we construe tho tsltìti¡n¡ìllll

as one of true versus fâlse, unmediâted versus mediated ol primordial versus modotll:

distinctions that for instance the historian Piefe Nofa (who elabofated on Halbwachs'

social memory and tumed it into a standard notion of his craft), in opposing his lieux de

memo¡re arLdl)7s rnilieux de rnemoire,has not always shied away from (Taylor 2003:18-

2X)-

I believe Taylor, though cleady hfluenced by his tbinking, might have added

Bourdieu, for i¡ his portrayal of Kabyliâ in the late 1950s aud early 1960s the archive

and the repertote did not work in tandem. On the contrary' he deliberately separated the

unmediated seü_presence of Kabyle embodied practice ffom the mediated sh¡ctures of

writing; the fust was even theatened by the latte! there was a sequential relationship'

AccordingtoBourdieuitwasinKabylia,inthis'exotic'societyashecalledit'thatone
could finJ the habih.rs not in its modem but in its primoldial, its purely prereflexive and

prediscursive, form. Its ritual traditions representdd an empirical examPle of 'the state

of originary doxa', of how a social order 'goes without saying because it comes without

sâyio;' @;urdieu 1977:167). As Jeremy Lane put il 'If "doxic" incorporation operated

in capitatist societies, it was in societies like Kabylia, "without writing" and "without

schoã]s", that this process of ple-discursive, pre-predicative inculcation could be most

easily discerned' o-ane 2000: 129).

Kabyle traditions

Of course, Kabylia was not a society without writhg, neither in the 1950s and 1960s

nor in the centuries before' In this respect, as for instance antbropotogists Anthoûy

Free, Michael Herzfeld, Camille Lacoste-Dujardin and Deborah Reed-Danahay have

argued, Bourdieu's anaþsis of Kabyle society was seriously flawed' To mention some

of their considerations, precisely between 1954 and 1962' the period in which Bourdieu

conducted his fieldwork, the Algerian War of Independence had broken out Bou¡dieu

was well aware of the conflict, writing disarmingly on the absurdity of doing fleldwork

in the midst of war (Boüdieu 1980:3), but nowhere does it figure in his analyses of

Kabyle ritual. Nor are we informed about the impact of French colonial rule' âbout the

efficiency of its administration or of its schooling system, present in even the smalìest of

Kabylia's vil1ages. And what about the Islam' dominating the region from the seventh

cenhry on and providing it with a written and highly codified set of social and moral

reguhlons transmitted tbrough the ages by numerous Koranic schools? Surpnsingly'

Bourdieu depicted a Kabylia il which social imperatives were inculcated exclusively

in practical and not in any discursive form. It was a strongly biased pictüe' As Lane

summarises, it was 'only by screening out any details concerdng the institutionalized
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and codified forms of power ir Kabylia that Bourdieu could hold ir up as the archetypal
instance of "doxic" or pre-discursive forms of social conditioning at work (. . .), (Lane
2000:135).

These are serious criticisms and one can see why Herzfeld and Reed-Danahay have
accused B ourdieu of ethnocentrism (and even of 'orientalism'), of essentializing Kabylia
as a 'primitive' society, a foil to modem, \¡,'estem society. On the other hand Bourdieu
on his part denounced ùe 'primitivism', 'ethnocentrism' and 'tacist contempt' which he
deemed distinctive of earlier studies of Kabyle ritual. As he noted, in employing a vague
Fraze¡ian evolutionism mixed with 'a particularly scandatous form of ethnocentrism',
these studies only justiûed the colonial order. It was only from 1958 that Bourdieu,
inspiredbyLévi-Sfauss'ReceandHistory,wouldtakeacloserlookatKabylehadition;
and it would take until 1972 before he published his first monograph on the subject, his
Esquísse d'une théorie (le lq pratíque .Until then his books were all on safe¡ sociological
issues, for example tris Trayqil et truyailleurs en Algérie (1963) and Le déracinement:
lø crise de l'agriculture trad.itionelle en Algérie (1964).

ff a wish to 'rehabilitate' the Kabyliaas had at first discouraged him to study their
traditions, not wishing to join the 'racist' aut¡ors on Kabyle traditions, now the same
motive brought him back to the subject. As he tells us, he wished to 'tetrieve' Kabyle
ritual 'from the false sollicitude of primitivism and to challenge the racist contempt
which, tbrough the self-contempt it induces in its victims, helps to deny them loowledge
and recognition of their own tradition'. Indeed, he was encouraged in his aspirations
'by the interest my ìnformants always manifested in my research whenever it became
theirs too, in other words a striving to recover a meaning that was both their own and
alien to them'. To Bourdieu, then, his fieldwork was also a means to give a voice to
the voiceless, an attempt all the more laudable, as Lane obsewes, because the FLN, the
dominating party in post-colonial Algeria, set out to thwart the country's non-Arabic
languages and cultures. In that respect Kabyle tadition was as threatened under the new
regime as it had been under the old @ourdieu 1990:2-3; Lane 2000:117).

Sociology and anthropology

In fact, Bourdieu's was not so much a primitivist as a relativist stand, one of using
the exotic to destabilize Western culhrral assumptions. In his view there should be
no disciplinary distinction between sociology and antbropolog¡ for sociologists could
learn from sh.rdies on non-westem societies, just as anthropologists could profit from
a:ralyses of the West. In other words, he saw Kabylia as a stategic reseâ.rch site for his
sociological work, for his well-known analyses of present day France. Before him Emile
Durkheim and Ma¡cel Mauss (to mention only the French tradition) had advocated a
similar approach. Anthropology, still conceived of as the study of 'primitive' society,
could offer a fresh and probing perspective on 'modem' society. But in striving to abolish
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the conventional distinction between anthropology ¡ur(l roci(ìk)pv lloIrllleu weitìl il !ii]11

further In tuming altemately an anthropologic l Sltzc (tll otll'Itwll ¡lllal ¡r q |ltrl"Élr ¿tl

gaze on a non-westelÏl society, he âimed to de-lhlniliutiz0 lhc liu¡lill¡[', lrll lh¡l l]l¡Êiriiilti¡l¡,r
we take for gmnted in our own society, ând at the sâmo t¡rrìc lo l'Nttllir 'lfi llìiì þlull¡ËÈ¡,

the 'other' (Bourdieu 1990:24; c|. Lane 2000:120-124).

Boutdiet's Møsculine Domination provides a striking illu str¿ttion o I l h i$ rl l rlttd8 y, 

^the reader is informed in the very first pages, he wi11be offered a 'deto r' ttllough tha

Kabyle tradition 'in order to break the relationship of deceptive familiârity that birì(ls

us to our own tradition'. Indeed, the entire argument hinges on Bourdieu's depiction o1'

Kabylia, on the way he relates the Kabylians' supposed lack of writing and schooling

with what he sees as the heart of the habitus, an essentially pre-discursive relationship

to the world. Relyin g onhis Outline (the Esquisse) and The Logic of Practice (Le sens

prøtique), his 1980 shrdy on Kabylia, Bourdieu desc¡ibes the Kabyle hâdition as the

archetype of 'doxic experience', of the ways in which social imperatives are sedimented

in the body without ever needing to be exp(essed in exPlicit or discursive form' This is

how the habih¡s functioned in Kabylia, 'on the hither side of words a.nd concepts', and

this, according to Bourdieu, is how it funcüons in our own society, even t¡ough we are

hardly aware of it due to its familia¡ity, its doxic, embodied nâture.

Indeed, i¡ his M¿sculine DominøtionBourdieu took feminists to task for neglecting

the habitus, for theil 'il1ù sory' belief that a society's symbolic violence could be defeated

by a prise de conscience, by 'the weapons of consciousness and will a.lone'. Such

violence, driving the dominated to take the point of view of the dominant both on the

dominant and on themselves, is grounded in the habitus and its disPositions. It is all the

more powedul, as it sihrates itself at a purely doxic level, below the level of consciousness

a¡rd will, which explains why a substanüal break with this violence, with the West's

(and Kabylia's) androcentric notions, would require far more than the enlightenment of
women's 'false' consciousnesses. As Bourdieu puts it, lacking a dispositional theory of
practices feminists have overlooked the inertia intrinsic to the incorporation of practical

taxonomies (Bourdieu 2001 :40-42).

The ârchive, the repertoire and authenticity

As the German folklorist Hermann Bausinger once ¿ügued, folklorists may study a

cultural element in three different ways. Ftst, they may address the element's origin,

assuming that it was akeady present in a very similar form in an earlier cultural period

and that it de¡ives its meaning precisely ftom this origin. It is the way the Brothers Grimm

proceeded, like so many 'mythofrle philoLogists' (to use â Bourdieuan phrase) searching

for 'relics' or 'survivals' and then explaining their mealing from a time-honoured past.

Second, folklorists may address a cuìtu¡al element because of i.ts origin in a former

cultural period but deliberately focus on the element's functioning in the here ard now,



for instance studying ûaditional costume within a context of folklorism, of what another
folklorist, Hans Moser, described as 'second-handfolklore'. Third, folklo¡ists may view
a culturaÌ element as fully belonging to contemporary culture, a stance that may or may
not include a historical approach either of the element in question or of the culh.¡re as a
whole (Bausinger 1984).

Surprisingly, in his analysis of Kabyle tradition Boutdieu opted for the first approach,
focusing on the relics of the past and not embedding them in any way in the Kabylian
present. Indeed, in a telling footnote he informs us about his use of the ptesent tense. He
writes: 'The narrative present is used here systematically to describe practices that were
present in the infomants' memories at a given moment though they may have more or
less completely fallen into disuse for a greater or longer time' (Bourdieu 19g0:31 1n.2;
cf. Clifford 1986). This sounds suspiciously like the Grimms (and the entire tradition
of romantic natìonalism in folklore studies) in their search for authenticity: asking their
info¡mants for a time-honoured baÌ1ad or folktale, i¡respective of the i¡forrnants, wider
repertoire, the ballad's or folktale's functioning in the ptesent or of the impact on this
oral t¡adition of writing, education or the state.

To put it differently (and come back to Taylor's useful distinctions), in his portrayal of
Kabyle traditions Bourdieu chose to isolate the repertoire from the archive, even putting
them in a sequential relationship as if the latter could only rule out the fomer and as
if he himself, like so many folklorists (and arìthopologists) once liked to put it, had
been the last to save these taditions for posterity_ As his critics have shown, Kabylia
in the 1950s and 1960s was not the society without schools and writing that Bourdieu
suggested, nor had it been such a society in its more recent of distant past. Even in
Kabylia the archive and the repertohe worked in tandem.

Bolrdiet's Masculine Dominqtion is an important and perhaps slightly underrated
book. It offers a performance perspective on gender that at times remhds the reader
of Judith Butler and other recent authols on the subject. But it also reveals some of
the problems with Bourdieu's notions of habitus ald hexis. In this book, more so than
in his other work, habitus seems to stand for the inertia in social structures,,for the
persistence of inexorable Eaditions, lending the book its strikingly pessimist note. In
my view this\lack of historicity, the concept's connotations not of sociaÌ change but
rather of reproduction and continuity, derive to a considerable extent from the way
Bourdieu approached the Kabyle traditions, presenting them as having no footing in
the present, as consisting merely of embodied memory. As Lane pointed out, in his
fieldwork Bourdieu did not so much adopt a primitivist or even ar orientalist stance, his
was first and foremost a relativist approach, seeking to de-familiarize the familia¡ in our
own society and to familiarize the exotic in non-western societies. It is because of this
basic assumption, this double shategy that he came to define Kabylia,s ritual traditions
as 'authentic,' as something primordial and unmediated.

Of course none of this invalidates the concepts of habitus and hexis, but as the
anthopologists' objections and also my own research in the eady modem Netherlands
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suggests, it will be helpfir1to recognize the essential historicity of habitus and hexis,

the fact that the body is even more cultural.ly shaped in all its practices than Bourdieu,

especially in his more pessimistic analyses, would allow for. To him the body never was

â locus of authenticity but there wete some strands of authenticity in his tbinking that

we have to be aware of and that we call remedy using the insights of scholars who built

on Bourdieu's thinking.

E-mail: herman.roodenbug @meertens.knaw.nl

I wish to tha¡k the edifþrs of Etnofoor for thejl helpful suggestions
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